Clinical Services Solution Sheet

TOGETHER ,
WE WI LL DO THI S.
Using Human Ingenuity,
EXL Health Looks and Goes
Deeper to Drive Quality
Outcomes and Impact
Medical Spend Trends

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU IN YOUR PURSUIT OF HEALTHCARE EXCELLENCE
Healthcare clinical leaders face an evolving landscape that is creating significant pressures to the cost, quality
and utilization outcomes of their businesses - outcomes that make or break member and provider satisfaction,
as well as bottom line results.
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Together, We Will Do This.
EXL Health looks and goes
deeper to find a better way to
drive quality improvements
and impact medical and
administrative spend.
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EXL Health Clinical Services

A REMARKABLY DIFFERENT APPROACH
EXL Health’s Clinical Services organization embodies human
ingenuity to propel the clinical performance of the customers
we serve by solving their most complex problems.
We achieve this by looking and going deeper within
clinical operations. Our care management and population
health solutions drive healthcare excellence and deliver
improvements across cost, quality and utilization.

INTRODUCING EXL HEALTH CLINICAL
SOLUTIONS
EXL Health’s care management solutions support an
integrated model to achieving efficient, effective and
compliant operations across case management, utilization
management and population health.
Clients gain tremendous value when partnering with us for
robust clinical solutions. We work with each client to deeply
understand business needs and design a client-centric
approach to meet them where they are on their clinical
transformation journey

 
   







  
 

 
  
 

 

Care Management Services
End-to-end and accredited utilization and case management services across Medicare, Commercial, Medicaid and Health Exchange,
ensure the effective use and delivery of healthcare resources, quality outcomes, and help appropriately manage costs. These services
are enabled by technology, informed by analytics and driven by digital automation for optimal outcomes.
CASE MANAGEMENT

UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT

Services Delivered Across Medical & Behavioral

UM Services Delivered Across Medical, Behavioral & Pharmacy

• Member Screening/Identification

• Pre-authorization

• Member Outreach & Program Enrollment

• Concurrent review

• Clinical & Risk Assessments & Surveys

• Post Service Clinical Claims Review

• Member-Centric Care Planning

• Peer-to-Peer Consultation

• Adherence & Intervention Management

• Network Steerage

• End-to-End Care Coordination

• Benefit and Eligibility Checking

• Community, Member & Provider Collaboration

• Program Referrals

• Program Analysis and Reporting

• Quality & Audit

Integrated Population & Risk Analytics
• Population & Risk Analysis

• Appeals & Denials Management
Analytic Service

• Emerging Risk Analytics

• Pre-authorization list ROI analysis

• Impactability & Intervention Analytics

• Provider gold card status analysis

• Social Determinants of Health Analytics
• Provider Network Performance
• Quality & Compliance
• Value-based Benefit Design
• Client defined Analytics as a Service
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EXL Health Clinical Services

Population & Risk Analytics
Proprietary population and risk analytics are the foundation for delivering
successful outcomes across case management and population health programs.
Leveraging client data, along with our consumer data, our advanced analytics
provide a comprehensive member view and deliver actionable insights into
opportunities to impact member health, medical costs and quality outcomes.
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Gain a holistic member view

•

Engage with members using most effective methods and known preferences

    
     

Proactively identify members most in need of care
Prioritize member outreach and engagement based on impactability and
intervenability


   

Analytics-Enabled Care Management Platform
Our platform is a comprehensive and integrated care management platform for efficient and compliant processing of utilization
management, case management, contact management, population health, and appeals and grievances. The platform can be used by
clients to perform in-house care management services or, used by EXL Health to deliver our care management services to clients.



 

 
 



 


  
 
 


  
    

Digital Technologies & Automation
We are constantly innovating to deliver new and advanced digital solutions to transform clinical operations for our clients. We do
this by leveraging cloud technologies, advanced analytics, and by embedding natural language processing (NLP), machine learning,
conversational AI and robotics/automation into current workflows. EXL Health combines this approach with the deep domain
knowledge of our techno-functional experts. Having the rich experience of working with numerous clients and technology partners,
we are well positioned to drive significant value and business outcomes for
Utilization Management and Case Management operations. Our platform agnostic,
highly modular digital solutions can be rapidly applied to deliver the following key
         
benefits:
 
       
     
         
      
  
   


   
  

• Reduce cost to serve
• Reduce cycle time
• Improve operational accuracies and efficiencies
• Improve member/provider engagement and satisfaction
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EXL Health Clinical Services

Global Clinical Domain Expertise
We invest deeply in our talent pool of clinical team members in order to deliver high quality services to our clients. We employ
professionals with experience and domain expertise, while augmenting tenure with industry-leading training and education.
EXL Health right-sizes our staffing approach to meet unique client requirements, while staying ahead of shifting needs in staffing
models.

   
  



     
  
  
 

 





  
 
   
 
  

 

     
 

   

 
 

  
   
 
    
  

Highly Flexibile Delivery Model
EXL Health offers a variety of delivery models, and will work with you to create an
approach that meets you where you are on your transformation journey.

•
•
•

  


Full or partial delegation of services



       

        

Capacity/business process outsourcing services

 
   
 

Global delivery centers enable mix and match onshore/offshore/work from
home models

Compliance & Accreditation
EXL Health brings a high level of rigor and discipline to our approach in order to maintain robust and comprehensive processes,
policies and procedures that support the compliance and accreditation of all services delivered.

ACCREDITED

HEALTH
UTILIZATION
MANAGEMENT
USA

ACCREDITED

HEALTH
UTILIZATION
MANAGEMENT

3 YEARS

USA

Philippines

Philippines
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EXL Health Clinical Services

PROVEN OUTCOMES: HUMAN INGENUITY AT WORK
Highly Efficient and Effective Utilization Management Programs Allow Health Plan to Focus
on Growth & Provider Network Strategies

EX L Health

Listened

A regional health plan’s aggressive
commitments to their provider
network and growth strategy drove
them to seek a partner who could
design, build and execute a fully
accredited, compliant and cost
efficient Utilization Management
(UM) program.

EX L Health

Partnered

We partnered together to create
an end-to-end UM services across
all pre-service, concurrent and
post-service function, utilizing a
team comprised of 85% offshore
and 15% onshore, which was
inclusive of intake, clinical review,
letter generation and fulfillment,
aggressive network steerage, care
management referrals, and an
early identification and handoff of
complex cases.

EX L Health

Delivered

In addition to achieving aggressive
client-defined turnaround times
across both lines of service, EXL
Health delivered:

30
10%
45%
2%

of in-network
% INCREASE
care
REDUCTION in
readmissions
compared to regional
Medicare benchmark
FEWER ED visits than
national benchmark

HIGHER generic
Rx utilization
than benchmark
population

Human ingenuity is the catalyst with which
we solve your complex problems.

Together, we will do this. represents our
passion, commitment, and promise to do so.
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EXL Health Overview

EXL (NASDAQ: EXLS) is a leading operations management and analytics company that helps our clients build and grow
sustainable businesses. By orchestrating our domain ex pertise, data, analytics and digital technology, we look deeper to
design and manage agile, customer-centric operating models to improve global operations, drive profitability, enhance
customer satisfaction, increase data-driven insights, and manage risk and compliance. Headquartered in New York,
EXL has more than 31,600 professionals in locations throughout the United States, the UK, Europe, India, the
Philippines, Colombia, Australia and South Africa. EXL serves multiple industries including insurance, healthcare,
banking and financial services, utilities, travel, transportation and logistics, media and retail, among others.
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For more information, visit https://www.exlservice.com
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